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Abst rac t - -As  computer systems have been widely used, Internet, which is a network-of-network, 
has been greatly developed and rapidly spread all over the world. In addition to unicast ransmissions 
of point-to-point, multicast transmissions of one-to-many and many-to-many have been recently used. 
This paper considers a stochastic model where data are transmitted through multicast. The data are 
divided into n packets at a transmission server, and their packets are transmitted successively to each 
receiver of multicast group. Positive (ACK) or negative (NAK) acknowledgements arereturned from 
each receiver, by depending on whether he or she has received all packets correctly or not. When the 
server has received NAK, retransmissions only for receivers with NAK are made. The mean time until 
the data transmission succeeds i  analytically derived and an optimal policy which maximizes the 
throughput is discussed. Finally, numerical examples are given under suitable conditions. @ 2006 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As computer systems have been widely used, Internet, which is a network-of-network, has been 
greatly developed and rapidly spread all over the world. In addition to unicast transmissions 
of point-to-point, multicast ransmissions of one-to-many and many-to-many have been recently 
used. Various improvements for their performances from the view points of both hardware and 
software have been suggested and practiced. In particular, to meet this growing demand for 
high reliable multicast ransmissions, everal multicast ransmission protocols have been consid- 
ered [1-5]. For example, problems of ACK implosion sometimes happen by receiving a number 
of responses from receivers. To prevent hese cases, some protocols, such that responses are 
returned only when errors occur, they are delayed and are distributed for sending out, have been 
already proposed. 
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This paper considers a stochastic model where data are t ransmitted through multicast. The 
data are divided into n packets at a transmission server, and their packets are transmitted succes- 
sively to each receiver of multicast group. Positive (ACK) or negative (NAK) acknowledgements 
are returned from each receiver, by depending on whether he or she has received all packets cor- 
rectly or not. When the server has received NAK, retransmissions only for receivers with NAK 
are made, and so, the high reliabil ity of data  transmission is actually realized. Receivers which 
have accepted all packets correctly are released from multicast group. The mean t ime until a 
data transmission succeeds is analytical ly derived. Further, an optimal policy which maximizes 
the amount of data  transmissions per unit of t ime until the transmission succeeds is discussed. 
2. MODEL 
Ill this paper, we formulate the following stochastic model by referring to RMTP (reliable 
multicast ransport  protocol) [6]. Figure 1 draws the outline of the model. 
(1) A mult icast group in the network forms a server and a number of receivers through some 
routers. The server transmits the requirement for connection establ ishment to each re- 
ceiver. The information about the total  number n of transmission packets and the size of 
transmission data are included in this requirement. After receiving the requirement for 
connection establishment, each receiver eturns a response. The connection establishment 
needs the t ime according to a general distr ibution A(t) with finite mean a. 
(2) The data are divided into n packets at the transmission serveL and their packets arc 
t ransmitted successively to each receiver. The total of division, editing, and transmission 
need the time according to a general distr ibution B(t )  with finite mean b. 
(a) Packets, which are transmitted from the server, are copied by routers and are trans- 
mitted to several receivers again. 
(b) The high reliabil ity of the data transmission is carried out by selective-repeat protocol 
[7] which is the retransmission control between the server and receivers. 
(3) After the receivers have received n packets, they return ACK or NAK by depending on 
whether he or she has received all packets correctly or not. The t ime from the server 
transmits a packet to receive ACK or NAK has a general distr ibution D(t) with finitc 
mean d. 
(4) When the server has received NAK, retransmission only for receivers with NAK are made. 
(5) Receivers which have accepted all packets correctly are released from a multicast group. 
(6) It is repeated from (3) to (5) until all receivers have accepted all packets. 
(7) If the retransmissions have failed k times, once the server interrupts the retransmission, 
and restarts again for the residual receivers from the beginning after a constant ime 1/# 
where G(t)  =- O, for t < 1/p and 1 for t _> 1/#. The probabi l i ty that  errors of a packet 
occur after ith interruption is p~ (i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . .  ) where P0 _> Pl _> P2 _> "" .  We assume 
that the packet error probabi l i ty depends little on the packet size. 
.... ~~ rOLltl~r 
receiver 
Figure 1. Outline of multicast model. 
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Figure 2. Transition diagram between system states. 
Under above assumptions, we define the following states of the system. 
State 0: Requirement for connection establishment begins. 
State R: Transmission begins. 
State F: Retransmissions fail k times and are interrupted. 
State S: Transmission succeeds. 
Transition diagram between system states is shown in Figure 2. 
We obtain the mean t ime s until a data transmission succeeds. Let Ho,s(t) be the first- 
passage t ime distr ibution from State 0 to State S. Then, by the similar method of Yasui et al. [8], 
we have 
0(3 
Hos(t) = E A(i-1)(t) * [QRF(tIPo) * QRF(tIPi) * ' " *  QnF(tlPi-2)] * G( i - i ) ( t )  
i=1  
9 A(t) * QRs(tlp~_i), 
where QRF(tlp-i) =-- 1, 
QRs(t'P~)-(1-P~)'*B(n)(t)*D(t) + ~ (~)P~ ~(1-p~)'~-'~lB(n)(t) 
mi=l  i 
9 D(t) * (1 -p i )mIB(mt) ( t )  * D(t) + p~ 
ml=l  ~1 
'~'1 m2 9 D(t)* E m2 p~ (1-Pi)ml-m~B('n~)(t)*D(t)*(1-P~)m~B(m2)(t) 
rr~2 = 1 
9 D(t) +. . .  + p~ (i -pd  . . . .  ~B(n)(t) * D(t) (2) 
rn i= l  ml  
ml  
9 E (ml~P~ (i-p~)m'-m~B(ml)(t) 
m2=i kin2/ 
~Ttk_ 2 
9 D( t ) * . . . *  E (rnk-2~pmk-~(1--P~)'~k-2-mk-'B(mk-2)(t) 
mk- i= l  \mk-1]  " 
9 D(t) * (I --p~)mk-~B(mk-')(t) * D(t), 
(:) (::) QnF(tlpi ) =-- p:~' (1 - pJ'~-m'B(n)(t) 9D(t) * ~ p;"~(1 - pJ"~'-"~B("~i)(t) 
rn l= 1 1 rn2=l  
i nk -2  
9 D(t)*...* E (rnk-2~P~ k-'(1-p~)mk-2-mk-lB(mk-2)(t)* D  (3) 
rnk_i=l \ ink - l /  
9 [1  - (1 - pi)r~Ik-~]B(mk-~)(t) * D(t), 
and the asterisk mark denotes the Stieltjes convolution, a(J)(t) denotes the j - fold Stieltjes convo- 
lution of a distr ibution a(t) with itself, i.e., a(J)(t) - a(J- i)(t) * a(t), a(t) * b(t) = J~ b(t - u) da(u). 
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It is very difficult to derive explicitly the mean time from (1). We consider the particular case 
where k = 2, Pi = P, i.e., the probability that errors of a packet occur is constant, and if the 
retransmission has failed 2 times, the server interrupts the retransmission and restarts again from 
the beginning. In this case, taking the LS transforms of (1)-(3) and arranging them, we have 
/7 hos (s) -- e-~dHos (t) 
a (s ) [ (1 -  p) b(s)]nd(s)[1 + ?Ttl:i~ ( : l )pmlb(s) ~1 d(o~ (4) 
1 - -a (s )  k (mn,)P ml (1 _p)n -ml  [1 --(1 -p)n]b(s)n+ml d(s )2g(s )  
rnl=l 
Hence, the mean time g0s(n) is given by 
i' eos (~) - tdHos (t) = lim d [hos (s)] s--,O ds (5) 
= a+nb( l+p)+d[2- (1 -p) '~]+l /p  1 (n = 1,2 , . . . ) .  
(1 -p2)  ~ # 
Similarly, the mean time when k = 3, Pi -- P, i.e., the probability that errors of a packet occur 
is constant and if the retransmission fails 3 times, the server interrupts the retransmission, is
given by 
a4-nb[ l+p(1-p)+2p21 +d 3-  E (1 -P i )  '~ +1/# 
,=1 i 
g0s (n) = (1 -- p3) n " (n = 1, 2 , . . . ) .  (6) 
Moreover, from these analyses, the mean time for any k > 1 when pi = p is 
a + nb [14- p (1 -  Pk-2) + (k -1)pk-1] + d [k - ~ l  (1 -  pi)n] 1 
~'OS (n) = ( i  -- pk) n " (7) 
(n = 1, 2 . . . .  ). 
3. OPT IMAL  POL ICY  
We discuss an optimal policy which maximizes the amount of data transmissions per unit 
of time until the transmission succeeds when pi = p. We define the throughput E(n), which 
represents the ratio of n packets to their mean transmission times, as the following equation, 
B (.) -_- 
gos (-) 
n 
= (s) 
a+~b[ l+v(1 - -Vk -=)+(k - -1 )pk -1]+a k-- E (1--P~) ~ +1/~ ((1-- pk)~ -- l / . )  
i=l 
(~ = 1,2 .... ). 
We seek an optimal division number n* which maximizes E(n). We put formally that A(n) - 
1/E(n) and seek n* which minimizes A(n). From the inequality A(n + 1) - A(n) >_ O, we have 
nX (n 4-1) - (n 4-1) X (n) + -i _>0, (9) 
# 
where 
k-1 ] 
a +nb [1 + p (1 - pk-2) 4- (k - 1)pk-1] + d k - • (1 - pi) n 4- 1~it 
i=1 
x (n) _= (1 - p~)~ (10) 
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Denot ing the left side of (9) by L(n),  we have 
L (n+ 1) - L (n )  = 
n+l  
D (n), 
(1 - p2F+2 
(11) 
where 
D(n) - ap 2k + bp k (2 + np k) [ l+p(1 -pk -2)+(k -1)p  k - l ]  
+d [ kp2k - ~-~ (1-  pi)n (pk - + lp2k'# 
It is evident that  
(12) 
a (2p  k - l )  +2bp k [ l+p(1 -pk -2)  +(k_ l )p  k - l ]  ] 
k-1 
+d{k(2p k -  1) + Y~ [2(1 _pk)_  (1 - -p i ) ]  +p2k l /#  
L(1) = ~=: (la) (1 - p2)2 
L (oc ) -  l im L (n)  =co .  (14) 
r l  ~ C<~ 
Hence, it is easily proved that  D(n) is str ict ly increasing in n from D(1) to oo. That  is, when 
D(1) > 0, L(n + 1) - L(n) > 0, and L(n) is strictly increasing in n from L(1) to oo. 
Therefore, we have the following opt imal  policy. 
(1) If D(1) > 0 and L(1) < 0, then there exists a finite and unique min imum n*(> 1) which 
satisfies (9). 
(2) If D(1) > 0 and L(1) > 0, then n* = 1. 
Table 1. Optimal number n* to maximize E(n). 
d p ~ n* ~os(n*) E(n*) 
2 66 98.723 0.669 
4 74 115.677 0.640 
0.05 
8 87 146.517 0.594 
16 107 202.591 0.528 
2 29 62.321 0.465 
4 32 74.330 0.431 
0.1 
8 37 97.860 0.378 
16 45 145.322 0.310 
2 12 48.023 0.245 
4 13 58.850 0.221 
0.2 
8 14 77.486 0.181 
16 16 119.501 0.134 
2 6 40.258 0.149 
4 7 54.610 0.128 
0.3 
8 7 69.453 0.101 
16 8 112.848 0.071 
2 4 41.872 0.096 
4 4 49.386 0.081 
0.4 
8 4 64.413 0.062 
16 4 94.468 0.042 
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4. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We compute numerically the optimal number n* from (9). Suppose that the mean time b 
for dividing the data into packets is a unit time in order to investigate the relative tendency of 
performance measures. It is assumed that the mean time for connection establishment is a/b = 10, 
the mean time from the server transmits a packet to receive ACK or NAK is d/b = 2 ~ 16, the 
mean time from the server interrupts retransmissions to restart again is (1/p)/b = 3 and the 
probability that errors of a packets occur is p = 0.05 ,-~ 0.4. 
Table 1 gives the optimal division number n* which maximizes the throughput, he mean time 
~bs(n*) and the throughput E(n*). For example, when p = 0.3 and d/b = 2, the optimal number 
is n* = 6, the mean time is Z(n*) = 40.258 and the throughput E(n*) = 0.149. This indicates 
that n* decreases with p, however, increases with d/b. Moreover, the throughput decreases with 
the mean time d/b for transmitt ing and receiving under the same p. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have considered the stochastic model where the data are divided into n packets, are trans- 
mitted through multicast and only error packets are retransmitted. We have derived the mean 
time until the transmission succeeds by considering the probability that errors of a packet occur. 
Further, we have analytically discussed the optimal policy which maximizes the throughput. 
From the numerical examples, we have shown that the optimal division number decreases 
with the probability that errors of a packet occur, however, increases with the mean time for 
transmitt ing and receiving. 
It would be very important to evaluate and improve the reliability of Internet with multicast 
transmission. The results obtained in this paper would be applied to practical fields by making 
some suitable modifications and extensions. Further studies for such multicast ransmissions 
would be expected with the spread of Internet. 
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